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Beautiful, durable and affordable. With the ingenuity of German 
engineering, Kronotex delivers stunning, hard wearing laminates that 

mirror the splendor of solid wood and stone floors.

Classic elegance meets modern living with HERRINGBONE laminate floors by Kronotex. 
Historically reserved for expensive hard wood floors, the beautiful HERRINGBONE 

look is now available in affordable and robust laminate. Designed and manufactured 
in Germany, HERRINGBONE by Kronotex combines cutting edge surface structures 
(see page 6) with authentic timber or concrete patterns to create strikingly realistic 
floors. Available in five stunning decors, from light blonde to golden oak tones and a 

minimalistic concrete look, this range is on trend and in demand.

A HERRINGBONE Kronotex floor is….

Strong
The enviable quality of German manufacturing means Kronotex laminates are so 
robust they can be installed in both commercial and residential settings – making 

them perfect for busy Australian homes 

Environmentally Friendly
Constructed from sustainably sourced pinewood and free from resins and glues, 

Kronotex laminates have zero halogens, PCBs and dioxins – making them a healthier 
choice for homes and the natural environment

Easy to Install
An innovative clic system and easy to follow install guide makes a HERRINGBONE 

Kronotex floor quick and easy to install
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WATER RESISTANT FOR  
UP TO 48 HOURS

Resin-rich pine from Germany and a sophisticated 
construction technique create a moisture guard core that 
results in significantly reduced swelling of the laminate 

flooring. All decors within the HERRINGBONE range 
feature the water resistant moisture guard core.

Kronotex decors with moisture protection are forgiving 
to liquid accidents making them a stress-free choice 
for households with children and pets. 

Traditionally, laminate floors could only be cleaned 
with a slightly damp wipe. Now, floors with moisture 
protection can be easily cleaned with a damp mop.

Like all wood-based products, this laminate flooring 
will react to excessive moisture by expanding or 
contracting accordingly. Although designed for 
improved resistance to water and moisture, it is not 
waterproof and excessive wetting and standing water 
should be avoided.

Suitable for kitchens, entrance areas and spaces where laminate 
flooring is traditionally installed including bedrooms and living rooms.

Not suitable for outdoor areas or rooms with a permanently high 
moisture load such as bathrooms, shower cubicles, saunas and 
rooms with floor drains. 
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CHARACTERISTICS
Kronotex floors are 
abrasion and scratch 
resistant

Kronotex floors are 
stain-resistant

Kronotex floors are 
low-maintenance  
and hard-wearing

Kronotex floors are 
non-fading and retain 
their brilliance over 
many years

Kronotex floors are 
produced from natural 
sustainable raw  
materials

Kronotex floors are 
 flame resistant

Kronotex floors are 
rugged, load and 
 impact-resistant

Kronotex floors are 
comfortable underfoot

Kronotex floors are 
antistatic

STRUCTURES

RE (Registered Emboss) ST (Stone)

RE (Registered Emboss)
An emboss that is true to the grain

ST (Stone)
An emboss that represents stone 

WG (Wood Grain)
An emboss that provides a rustic look 

WG (Wood Grain)

HERRINGBONE
Featuring 8mm thick boards with a modern matt finish, 
with the HERRINGBONE range you will discover a new elegance 
in living.

This enduringly popular flooring imbues living spaces with a sense of 
opulence grounded by the beauty of timber or stone. The authenticity of the 
range’s appearance is amplified by its advanced surface structures, which 
include registered emboss, while the board’s square edges create a sleek and 
seamless finish. Durable, easy to maintain and beautiful, HERRINGBONE is perfect 
for those seeking a practical design-focused floor. Boasting an AC4 abrasion rating 
and a Use Class of 32, HERRINGBONE is robust enough for both residential and average 
commercial use.

PANELS 665 x 133 x 8mm 

BOX 1.238m2 | 14 panels per box

PALLET 86.68m2 (70 Cartons) 

PATTERN HERRINGBONE laying formation with 
an A and B clic locking system  

13
3 m

m

8 m
m

665 m
m
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FERRARA OAK
D 3860 · RE Structure

BORDEAUX OAK
D 3516 · WG Structure 
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PISA OAK
D 3861 · RE Structure

TREVISO OAK
D 4764 · RE Structure
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PESARO CEMENT
D 4739 · ST Structure
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A  The top surface of the flooring consists of a 
specially resistant protective overlay film. 
This is fused with an attractive resinated 
decorative film into a practically abrasion-
proof, hardwearing surface.

B  Extremely dense HDF fiberboard forms the 
supportive core (HDF, E1). 

C  On the undersurface of the core,  
a dampness impeding stabilization film 
 ensures and preser ves the high structural 
stability of Kronotex laminates.

BOARD CONSTRUCTION
Kronotex laminates consist of a minimum of four stable layers which ensure the 

 extraordinar y durability and unique quality of Kronotex floors.

For installation instructions, watch the 
HERRINGBONE installation video on 
our website kronotex-aust.com.au

CLIC 
SYSTEM:  
While a HERRINGBONE floor looks 
intricate, the installation of one is not. 
For HERRINGBONE, Swiss Krono has 
developed a modern CLIC system with 
an easy-to-handle two-piece set.

The laminate boards are manufactured 
with an A and B locking system. This 
locking system allows for a staggered 
90° angle to create the beautiful 
HERRINGBONE pattern.
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KRONOTEX FLOORS –
THE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY OPTION

As society becomes more environmentally conscious and aware of  
its own carbon footprint, we continue to seek cleaner and greener 
options and ways of living. This consciousness has extended to our 

design preferences and lifestyle choices.

A desire to continue to reduce our reliance on single use plastics has seen  
an increase in the popularity of sustainable and natural flooring options  

such as laminate. As a reputable German manufacturer, Swiss Krono has  
embraced eco efficiency and sustainability within the company’s core values  

and corporate objectives.

– THE FACTS –
•  Kronotex laminate floors are manufactured using more than 90% of wood based 

materials from sustainably managed forests that are both FSC and PEFC certified

•  All Kronotex laminate floors are manufactured using formaldehyde free binders, 
meaning they are practically odourless and have extremely low emissions

•  All Kronotex laminate floors are 100% recyclable

•  No Halogens, PCB, Dioxins or other contaminants are used in the manufacturing  
of a Kronotex floor

•  Kronotex floors are easy to maintain and can be cleaned without the use  
of harsh chemicals



Australian Flooring Supplies
68 Prosperity Way, Dandenong South
VIC 3175

1300 737 155  |  salesaust@qep.com

AFS is a subsidiary of  Australia 


